No matter how fast, it won't be faster than the high-velocity cut-off unit on a Ryan Heavy-Duty Sod Cutter (photo).

Chop! Just like that you get a clean, absolutely square and vertical end cut...automatically. And right on the button to the exact length you're pre-set from 1 to 9 feet.

This ability to cross-cut sod as you go is just one of many reasons Ryan is the first choice of 9 out of 10 commercial sod cutters.

Another? Production...up to 15,000 square yards of perfect sod per day.

Another...visibility. The operator sees and follows the previous cut at all times...strips the field clean without a bit of waste.

For still other reasons why a Ryan will cut better sod faster (sod that lays better and faster, too), write today for the new Ryan Heavy-Duty Sod Cutter Bulletin.

For an easy to move companion unit, choose the Ryan Jr. Sod Cutter.

Highly maneuverable in restricted areas, easy to move from job to job, the famous Ryan Jr. cuts 100 sq. ft. of sod per minute. Cuts a 12" strip up to 2½" thick. Write for Bulletin!

Manufacturers of aerators, renovators, vertical mowers, spreaders, rollers, and sod cutters.

**Ryan Equipment Company**

205 White Bear Avenue, St. Paul, Minn, 55109.